
CITY OF WILLISTON 

Revised Date 10/01/2022  

Paygrade $14.91-$23.26                        Non-Exempt

   UNION: Eligible 

UTILITY GAS TECHNICIAN / Crew Worker 

 

General Statement of Duties An employee in this position performs responsible skilled work in the 

installation, replacement, repair and maintenance of natural gas lines and appurtenances. 

ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS 

An employee in this class performs a variety of work servicing the natural gas distribution system needs and 

responding to customer requests. Work involves considerable direct customer service duties involving meter 

and service installation, pipeline locating, natural gas odor investigation and high/low consumption 

investigation, connecting and disconnecting natural gas services. Other duties involve valve maintenance and 

cathodic protection inspections, along with conducting surveys to determine cathodic protection readings and 

checking and recording odorization points. Work also includes considerable construction and maintenance 

work in installing and repairing natural gas main and service lines, meters, excavating to proper depth, fusing 

pipes and related tasks. Employees are subject to working long hours in both inside and outside environments, 

in extreme hot and cold weather, and exposure to various hazards such as loud noises, vibration, moving 

mechanical parts, electrical current, chemicals, fumes, odors, dusts, mists, gases, poor ventilation, and oils. 

Employees are also subject to on-call and call-back work. Work is performed under the supervision of the 

Supervisor of Natural Gas Operations and other skilled employees and is evaluated through observation and 

review of records for adherence to standard trade and safety practices, as well as customer satisfaction. 

Participates as part of a crew and if required acts as a crew leader to construct, repair and maintain natural gas 

mains and service lines, fuses pipe, and locates underground natural gas lines, paints meter sets & regulator 

stations. Installs stops and makes taps on pressurized steel/plastic natural gas lines. Reads and record charts at 

regulator stations, sets regulator pressures and relief valves at stations. Applies wraps/coatings to ground lines 

above/below. Locates underground natural gas lines, paints meter sets & regulator stations. Inspects contractor 

installations of gas pipe and fusion joints. Sets up work zone and completes work orders and makes drawings 

of service lines, valves, and other system appurtenance locations. Operates Excavator/Backhoe, Trencher, 

boring equipment and Tapping & Stopping machines.   

 

Additional Job Duties  

 

This employee performs any other tasks essential to the Natural Gas Division and /or City needs, deemed 

necessary by supervision, in a professional manner. 

 

PHYSICAL COMPLETION OF EACH ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTION 

This work requires the lifting of equipment and supplies. Must be able to safely lift up to 100 pounds of, 

equipment and supplies. Must have sufficient coordination, strength, and ability to safely operate power 

equipment. Must be able to walk, stand, sit, move, bend, kneel, stoop and while performing daily work 

activities. Manual dexterity to use a variety of hand held cleaning tools such as mops, brooms, vacuums, and 

paint brushes. Lifts and carries ladders and equipment used to manually complete tasks. Climbs ladders, leans, 

reaches overhead to clean or paint. Visually monitors area and equipment to inspect and initiate proper cleaning 

and repairs. Visually and audibly detects hazards. 



 

WORK ENVIRONMENT 

Position is not assigned an office but works from the Public Works Barn. The job functions are normally 

performed Monday through Friday, but at times flexibility in work hours is required. Equipment used consists 

of telephone, calculator, vacuum, wet/dry vacuum, and carpet cleaning machine etc. Manual tools consists of 

mops, brooms, dust mops, scrap-per, dolly, paint brush and roller, ladder, hammer, screwdriver, shears, shovel, 

rake, edger, lawn blower, hedger, generator, lawn mower, motorize lawn gator’s, , power hand tools, battery 

tools, and wrenches. All equipment is shared.  

 

CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Moderate volume of customer service performed by assisting employees in person and occasionally by phone. 

 

MINIMUM SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

Job requires previous experience. Periodic classes given to enhance job knowledge and skills. High school 

diploma or G.E.D. preferred. Reads and writes and follows oral and written instructions. 

 

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS 

Ability to learn repetitive tasks quickly. Ability to appraise and identify potential safety hazards. An ability to 

work harmoniously with superiors. Fundamental knowledge of the proper use of hand tools. Ability to read 

and follow oral and written instructions and to communicate these instructions clearly. Ability to handle 

multiple tasks and adjust to working conditions. Communicates clearly to assists others. 

 

PROFESSIONAL LICENSES 

1. Florida Operator's Drivers License, within 90 days of employment will have CDL B permit in General 

Knowledge Skills, and Air Brakes. Within 180 days will have a CDL Class B License.  

 

RESIDENCY REQUIREMENT 

Not applicable 

 

SAFETY EQUIPMENT 

Use of eye goggles and gloves as needed. 

 

CITY VEHICLE -  Only When Assigned 

This is not necessarily an exhaustive list of all responsibilities, skills, duties, requirements, efforts, or working 

conditions associated with the job.  While this is intended to be an accurate reflection of the current job, 

management reserves the right to revise the job or to require that other or different tasks be performed when 

circumstances change (e.g., emergencies, change in personnel, workload, rush jobs, or technological 

developments). 

 


